
Competition 

Today’s business environment is characterised by stiff competition which is rapidly increasing on a 

daily basis. Last week we spoke of being aggressive and competitive in order for one to compete on 

the highest level. But one of the key components of being competitive is understanding and knowing 

your competition.  

In that regard; I am not saying you must know your competition in order to counter what they do or 

to capitalize on their weaknesses. No, business is not like football where coaches laboriously study 

their opposition’s tactics in order to counter them. In business you must have your own strategy, 

regardless of what or how the competition goes about their business. Having said that; knowing your 

competition is a useful tool for gauging how you are fairing up in the market. And not only knowing 

your industry competitors but specifically your competitors. 

Far too often entrepreneurs generalize their competition. I once heard a spaza shop owner saying 

the market he is operating in is worth billions and his competition is Shoprite. Well that is incorrect, 

although he is selling food products as is Shoprite, he is not in a billion rand market as is Shoprite 

and he is most certainly not competing against Shoprite. Why you might be asking?  

Well a spaza shop’s market is limited to the house holds that are in close proximity to it which 

definitely do not have a market cap of billions. Shoprite on the other hand is all over South Africa 

and in some parts of Africa; collectively all those stores are able to pull millions of people allowing 

Shoprite to compete in a billion dollar market.      

As for the spaza shop’s competition; it is not Shoprite but actually any other spaza shop or small 

retailer that is in and around its location. Shoprite competes against supermarkets that have 

multiple locations covering multiple countries i.e. Pick’n’Pay.  

Additionally the customer is different; a spaza shop’s customer is one that buys individual or a 

handful of products when the need arises; hence the title convenience store. Whereas Shoprite’s 

customer is one that buys monthly or weekly groceries, buys in bulk and expects to find every food 

item they may need in store. Not to forget the pricing structure; Shoprite is able to buy from 

suppliers in bulk allowing it to charge consumers cheaper prices; but a spaza shop cannot, and this 

alone affects it’s pricing strategy. 

The spaza shop example is one in many but can be likened to all industries and markets. You might 

be operating in a similar industry with big corporate giants but understand that the playing fields are 

different, the rules are different and the strategies are different; know your competition.  
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